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Container & Content 
 

‘’The drinking glass considers itself a container for water but it forgets that at the 
same time it too is the content of a larger container, namely the room. Water 
considers itself merely the content of the glass whilst ignoring that on a smaller 
scale it too is a container for all the elements and ingredients included in its 
chemical composition. In other words, as space grows bigger, new and larger 
vessels are being created; and the deeper we immerse ourselves into the 
microcosm of space the more contents we discover’’ Vassilis Vasiliades, Curator 
Larnaca Biennale.  

 
This year the 3rd Installation Festival EFE initiated by E.KA.TE, shares the same 
theme with Larnaca Biennale ‘'Container & Content’’ and it will be a parallel 
event. 

 
The Installation festival EFE is an idea focusing on the notion of Site-Specific Art 
and Locational Identity. Referring to artistic intervention at a specific location, 
creating work that is integrated with its surroundings and that explores its 
relationship to the topography of its location, whether in or outdoors. It consists, 
therefore, in a dialogue between the artist and the space. This project 
encourages the artist as well the viewer to experience an open, non-defined 
optical/cerebral ambience. 
 
The Installation Art Festival EFE aims to create the opportunity for closer social 
contacts and relationships between the broader public and the installation space 
as a visual medium. The festival aims to redefine familiar spaces and create an 
enriched viewing experience through the visual art proposal. Installation art is a 
complete unified experience, rather than a display of separate, individual 
artworks. The focus on how the viewer experiences the work and the need to 
provide a powerful experience for them is an important factor in installation art. 
It consists, therefore, in a dialogue between the artist and the space.  
 
 
 
 



 
 
This open call concerns all artist holders of IAA Cards (International Artist 
Association).  
 
Interested artists should send their proposals by 20/09/2018 
at ekatek@cytanet.com.cy 
 
The 3rd International Installation Art Festival EFE will be curated by Loucas 
Ioannou and Christina Michaelidis and will last from 02/11/2018 until 
04/11/2018. If any interested artist wishes to see the location before sending the 
proposal, they can contact the curators.  
 
For further information and clarification please call 99817481 or 97793188 or 
email at ekatek@cytanet.com.cy 
 
 
 
 
 
*Application form follows 
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